Troubled Spirits

Sixteen-year old Annie Waters doesnt believe in ghosts. To her, the concept of the
supernatural is nothing more than a figment of her mothers overactive imagination. So when
her friends coax her into joining them on aÂ Â ghost hunting expedition, she is convinced they
will discover nothing more than disappointment. Instead she discovers that ghosts are real.
And some ghosts do not wish to be disturbed.That first ghostly experience awoke something
inside Annie--a connection to the supernatural realm. And now, no matter where she turns, a
ghostly presence is reaching out to her. ButÂ she dares not take her focus off her first
encounter--the Spirit of the Caldwell School. Because this spirit threatens the lives of Annie
and her friends and she has only nine days to uncover the secrets hidden in the Caldwell
School, or join the spirit realm herself.
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